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0 Introduction

Operational readiness refers to the capacity of

systems/equipment to execute all undertaken mis-

sions successfully in both peacetime and wartime [1].

Commanders and senior leaders need to master in-

formation on the operational readiness of specific

military systems in real time for corresponding deci-

sion-making, which requires the support of opera-

tional readiness evaluation technologies.

At present, the Chinese navy has adopted avail-

ability as a measure of operational readiness. Con-

ventionally, availability is evaluated by calculating

the percentage of operating time in the total mission

time of systems, but this method can hardly accu-

rately reflect the actual states of systems. Therefore,

there is a huge gap from the mature operational

readiness evaluation of the U.S. military. By estab-

lishing a highly information-oriented operational

readiness evaluation system, the foreign military

can master information on the operational readiness

of warships servicing at sea in real time, and the

system can provide information support for discov-

ering and correcting faults in operational readiness.

However, related technologies are under a block-

ade, failing to provide ideas for studying the opera-

tional readiness evaluation methods of Chinese na-

val ships.

Research on technologies of operational readi-

ness evaluation in China is still in a theoretical

stage, and the evaluation is mainly done by mathe-

matical analysis and statistical testing. Operational

readiness evaluation based on mathematical analy-

sis is to establish a functional relationship of opera-

tional readiness (availability) to indexes and specif-

ic conditions by analyzing the correlation between
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influencing factors. Assuming that combat systems

were simply linearly interrelated, Cheng et al. [2]

analyzed the composition relationship of combat

systems and built a mathematical model for the

quantitative analysis of operational readiness of

these systems. However, this model simply lineariz-

es the interrelation of combat systems, while such

interrelation in practical applications is very com-

plex. On the basis of analyzing the relationship be-

tween operational readiness and subsystem indexes,

Xie et al. [3] constructed a multi-level coordinated

optimization model of operational readiness by a

modeling method based on multi-dimensional map-

ping. As can be seen from the above, readiness eval-

uation methods based on mathematical models can

describe functional relationships between readiness

and indexes quantitatively. However, with such

methods, it is impossible to build accurate evalua-

tion models for complex nonlinear warship systems

composed of various electromechanical devices and

information systems.

Operational readiness evaluation based on statisti-

cal testing is to evaluate the operational readiness of

faulty equipment by probabilistic and statistical

models of the equipment [4]. Wei et al. [5] constructed

a mission-based operational-readiness simulation

model by discrete events and Monte-Carlo method

to predict the operating characteristics of naval artil-

lery during mission execution. However, it was as-

sumed that the service life and maintenance time of

each component obeyed exponential distribution,

and thus the model is not universal. Cheng et al. [6]

simulated various events of warship equipment by

the Monte-Carlo method and constructed a model

and an algorithm of comprehensive readiness evalu-

ation using equipment parameters and service rules.

However, in order to simplify the algorithm, they

assumed that system components would not fail si-

multaneously and that equipment failure and main-

tenance time obeyed exponential distribution. Li et

al. [7] constructed a logically determined and ran-

domly scheduled program evaluation and review

technique (PERT) network and calculated the paths

of the PERT network by the Monte-Carlo method.

On this basis, they obtained variation curves of op-

erational readiness rates of aircraft fleets with sup-

port time. However, under the assumption that the

operation duration obeys normal distribution, it is

difficult to reflect the actual operating states of air-

craft fleets accurately. By SIMLOX and with the op-

erational readiness rate and use availability as evalu-

ation parameters, Li et al. [8] built a mission-oriented

operational-readiness evaluation model of aerial

power supply vehicles by Monte-Carlo sampling

and queuing theory. As methods based on statistical

testing generally use functions to predict the ran-

dom life of warship equipment, they can hardly re-

flect the actual operating states of warships accu-

rately. With the deepening of research on system-

level testing of warships, when warships are in test

zones or perform major missions in specific combat

scenarios, given real targets, subject matter, and

forces, we can calculate some functional indexes of

the systems accurately according to specific system-

level test schemes and related algorithms. Obtain-

ing real-time states through state evaluation accord-

ing to real-time test indexes of warship systems has

become a new idea for implementing operational

readiness evaluation of such systems.

Index-based state evaluation mainly contains the

establishment of evaluation systems as well as in-

dex acquisition and comprehensive evaluation. Ap-

proaches commonly used include the Markov meth-

od, Bayesian network method, Dempster-Shafer evi-

dence theory, information fusion, neural network

method, and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation. Due

to the limitations of testing technology of warship

operational readiness, there are generally few sam-

ple data of actual operating states of warships. How-

ever, except for fuzzy comprehensive evaluation,

the above methods all require a large amount of

sample data and produce evaluation models of low

transparency, which are unable to continuously opti-

mize the evaluation models according to actual situ-

ations. Therefore, such methods are not suitable for

evaluating the operational readiness of warships.

Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is an evaluation

method based on fuzzy mathematics [9], which can

describe fuzzy information quantitatively through

membership functions and then solve fuzzy prob-

lems. It is characterized by wide application, good

operability, high transparency, and easy modifica-

tion and does not require massive sample data.

Thus, in this paper, the fuzzy comprehensive evalua-

tion method is adopted to evaluate the operational

readiness of warships. As an excellent evaluation

method, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation has been

applied in many fields. However, scholars from Chi-

na and other countries mainly used this method for

evaluating transformers, bridges, and equipment of

warship systems and seldom used it for evaluating

operational readiness of the whole warship systems.

PENG H, et al. Warship operational readiness integrity evaluation method based on cloud model 2
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In addition, no unified standard is available to deter-

mine membership functions in fuzzy comprehen-

sive evaluation, and the determination is greatly in-

fluenced by subjectivity.

As an uncertainty model dealing with the trans-

formation of qualitative/quantitative information, a

cloud model can overcome the limitations of mem-

bership functions in fuzzy theory and has played a

major role in evaluation decision-making. For this

reason, cloud models were introduced into fuzzy

comprehensive evaluation in this paper. First of all,

using cloud models to replace membership func-

tions, this paper designed a cloud-model-based

model for fuzzy comprehensive evaluation of opera-

tional readiness. Then, by Python programming, rel-

evant algorithms of cloud models were realized,

and the parameters in cloud models of evaluation

grades and to-be-evaluated data were determined.

Finally, on the basis of clarifying the essence of

cloud-model similarity, the paper described the sim-

ilarity of cloud models comprehensively by using

quantity-scale effects of cloud droplets and intersec-

tion areas of the cloud models, so as to provide sup-

port for cloud-model-based operational readiness

evaluation of warships.

1 Weight determination based on
cooperative game and variable
weight theory

An index weight is the objective embodiment of

the importance of each index or factor to an evaluat-

ed object in an evaluation system. Thus, scientific

and reasonable determination of index weights is of

great significance to the readiness evaluation of

warships.

On the basis of the cooperative game, this paper

fitted weights determined by the analytic hierarchy

process (AHP) (subjective weighting), entropy

weight method (EWM) (objective weighting), and

grey rational analysis (GRA), thus obtaining com-

bined weights with higher accuracy [10]. Moreover,

the combined weights were modified by introduc-

ing variable weights. Fig. 1 illustrates the specific

process.

1.1 Mathematical model for weights cal-

culation based on cooperative game

When evaluating the operational readiness of

warships, we expect to obtain index weights as

close as possible to reality. This paper calculates

combined weights by using the game theory under

unified constraints, and thus this method is called

the cooperative game.

Essentially, the determination of combined

weights is to reasonably synthesize calculated re-

sults of different weight determination methods, so

as to obtain more accurate weights close to reality.

Specifically, the determination principle is to mini-

mize total evaluation errors [11].

Mathematically, the cooperative game model is

described as follows: Suppose that there are n ob-

jects to be evaluated and m evaluation methods

available, the set of evaluation methods is M = {1,

2, ..., m}, representing participants in the game. The

evaluation value of the k-th object (k = 1, 2, ..., n)

obtained by the i-th method (i = 1, 2, ..., m) is denot-

ed as xik. With the linear average xk of results from

multiple evaluation methods as the benchmark, the

error of the i-th evaluation method can be expressed

as Eik = xk-xik. A linearly combined evaluation value

based on multiple evaluation methods is given by

, where li is the

weight of an evaluation method.

The error sum of squares J(M) of the combined

evaluation model is written as

（1）

where Ek is the error of the k-th object; i and j are

two different evaluation methods, in which j=1,

2, ..., m, and i ≠ j.

Let and L = (l1, l2, ··· , lm)T,

then, Eq.（1） can be simplified to J(M) = LTEL,

where E is a sum-of-products matrix of two differ-

ent evaluation methods, and L is a weighting coeffi-

cient vector of m evaluation methods.

With the minimization of the error sum of

squares as the optimization objective, an optimally

combined evaluation model can be obtained, namely,

（2）

Fig. 1 Weight calculation process

GRAAHP EWM

Fitting based on cooperative game

Combined weight

Variable weight

Modification by variable weight theory
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where I is a unit matrix.

According to the average contribution of partici-

pants, J(M) is allocated to m participants (namely,

evaluation methods). The average contribution is

given by

（3）

where φi(v) is the average contribution obtained by

the i-th method (participant) alone in the coopera-

tive game [M, v], in which v is the contribution of a

participant; c ∈ M, is an alliance of participants;

v(c) is the opposite number of J(c), and J(c) is the

error sum of squares of the alliance c; c-{i} is an al-

liance excluding the i-th participant; v(c)- v(c-{i})

is the contribution of the i-th participant.

Upon the normalization of the average contribu-

tion, for m evaluation methods, the weight li of the

i-th method is given by

（4）

where v(M) is the negative value of J(M); φj(v) is

the average contribution obtained by the j-th meth-

od alone in the cooperative game [M, v].

1.2 Calculation of combined weight based

on cooperative game

The calculation of combined weights is to allo-

cate contributions towards evaluation errors under

the condition that all participants follow the princi-

ple of minimizing evaluation errors, and the deter-

mined combined-weight vector is the final payoff

vector. Suppose that there are m weight calculation

methods participating in the cooperative game and

that the weight vector obtained by the i-th method

(i = 1, 2, ..., m) is , where

wn
(i) is the weight of the n-th to-be-evaluated object

obtained by the i-th method, the linearly combined

weight W from the i-th method is given by

（5）

where Lii is the uniform correlation coefficient of

the i-th evaluation method.

According to the optimally combined evaluation

model of the cooperative game, the combined

weight should satisfy min‖W-w(i)‖. According to dif-

ferential characteristics, the optimal first-order de-

rivative condition is as follows:

（6）

With average values as reference data of the

combined-weight vector, the relationship between

the uniform correlation coefficient Lii and each

weight can be written as

（7）

where wk
(i) is the weight of the k-th object, calculat-

ed by the i-th method; is the conjugate vector of

w(i); is the weight of the k-th object, calculat-

ed by m-1 evaluation methods (except the i-th

method); W(m_i) is the combined-weight vector of

other m-1 weights except for w(i); is the conju-

gate vector of W(m_i).

1.3 Modification of combined weight
based on variable weight theory

In this paper, combined fixed weights determined

by the cooperative game method are modified by

the equilibrium-coefficient-based variable weight

formula proposed in Reference [12], namely,

（8）

where d is the number of indexes, and d = 1, 2, ...,

p, in which p is the maximum number of indexes;

wd
′′ is the variable weight of the d-th index; wd is the

fixed weight of the d-th index; Fd is the normalized

value of the d-th index; Fd
α-1 is the (α-1)-th power

of the normalized value of the d-th index; 0 ≤α ≤1,

α is an equilibrium coefficient, and generally α = 0.

From Eq.（8）, when an index is obviously lower

than other indexes, compared with the fixed weight,

the variable one will increase obviously, and the fi-

nal evaluation value will decrease accordingly,

which is more in line with the reality.

2 Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
of operational readiness based
on cloud theory

In warship systems, there are many index data

not conforming to random distribution, such as de-

tection ranges of radar, and it is difficult to describe

and process these fuzzy data probabilistically.

Fuzzy theory can describe fuzzy characteristics of

such uncertain information by fuzzy sets, quantify

fuzzy qualitative concepts by membership func-

tions, and clarify fuzzy information by introducing

uncertain data into evaluation models for calcula-

PENG H, et al. Warship operational readiness integrity evaluation method based on cloud model 4
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tion.

Cloud models are the core of cloud theory. Tak-

ing into account both fuzziness and randomness,

such models can transform uncertainty between

qualitative concepts expressed by natural language

and their quantitative expressions [13]. Due to the

lack of definite specifications for designing mem-

bership functions at present, when fuzzy compre-

hensive evaluation is used for operational readiness

evaluation of warship systems, it is necessary to de-

termine membership functions of all indexes ac-

cording to the experience of experts. Thus, the eval-

uation results are greatly affected by subjective fac-

tors. In contrast, cloud models can be used for the

individual evaluation of indexes directly, and their

parameters are obtained through specific calcula-

tion rules instead of the experience of experts.

Thus, the influence of subjectivity is reduced great-

ly. Therefore, this paper designed a comprehensive

evaluation model on the basis of combining cloud

models with fuzzy comprehensive evaluation.

2.1 Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
based on normal cloud model

A normal cloud model is one of the most basic

cloud models, which uses cloud similarity to mea-

sure evaluation results of individual indexes, with-

out the participation of expert experience. There-

fore, in this paper, cloud similarity was used to re-

place membership of the corresponding evaluation

grade of each index in fuzzy comprehensive evalua-

tion [14].

Fig. 2 illustrates the structure of the fuzzy com-

prehensive evaluation model based on normal cloud

models. Basic evaluation steps are as follows: 1) de-

termining an evaluation-index set; 2) establishing

an evaluation set; 3) determining the parameters in

the normal cloud model of each evaluation grade;

4) calculating the parameters in the normal cloud

model of to-be-evaluated data; 5) calculating cloud

similarity between the cloud model of to-be-evaluat-

ed data and that of each evaluation grade; 6) deter-

mining index weights; 7) inputting parameters into

the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model to ob-

tain evaluation vectors and then judging results.

2.2 Determination of cloud-model pa-

rameters

2.2.1 Cloud generator

A cloud generator is an algorithm for the transfor-

mation between qualitative concepts and quantita-

tive values based on cloud theory.

1) Forward cloud generator.

A forward cloud generator mainly functions to

map qualitative concepts to quantitative values. Its

basic principle is to generate cloud droplets in a pre-

cise numerical domain according to the numerical

characteristics of clouds, i. e., expectation (Ex), en-

tropy (En), and hyper-entropy (He), as shown in

Fig. 3.

The algorithm of a forward cloud generator has

the following five basic steps.

Step 1: generating a random number Ene' that

obeys the normal distribution with an expectation

of En and variance of He2, where e represents the

sample number of cloud droplets, and e = 1, 2, ..., a.

Step 2: generating a random number xe that obeys

Fig. 2 Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model based on normal cloud model

Evaluation index system

Cloud model of
to-be-evaluated data

Cloud model of
evaluation grades GRAAHP EWM

Cooperative game

Variable weights

No

Yes

Fuzzy comprehensive
evaluation

Actual state

Is
operational
readiness
judged?

Comparative
verification

Model optimization

Individual evaluation
of indexes

Calculation of cloud
similarity(instead
of membership)
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the normal distribution with an expectation of Ex

and variance of Ene' 2.

Step 3: calculating the membership μe of xe by

（9）

Step 4: (xe, μe) is a cloud droplet, representing a

random realization of the qualitative concept in the

precise domain U.

Step 5: repeating steps 1-4 to generate a cloud

droplets totally.

2) Reverse cloud generator.

A reverse cloud generator mainly functions to

map quantitative values to qualitative concepts. Its

basic principle is to determine numerical character-

istics (Ex, En, He) of cloud models according to the

calculation of a certain amount of precise data. Fig. 4

illustrates the principle.

Cloud droplet
Reverse
cloud

generator

Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of a reverse cloud generator

The reverse cloud generator has the following

two basic steps.

Step 1: according to the sample point xe, calculat-

ing the mean, first-order absolute central moment,

and variance of samples:

（10）

（11）

（12）

where a is the total number of cloud-droplet sam-

ples xe; is the sample mean; is the absolute cen-

tral moment of first-order samples; S2 is the sample

variance.

Step 2: calculating numerical characteristic val-

ues Ex, En, He.

（13）

（14）

（15）

2.2.2 Determination of cloud models of evalua-

tion grades

At present, no unified standard is available for

the classification of operational readiness of war-

ships. According to the classification of warship op-

erational readiness of the U.S. military and opinions

of experts, this paper divided the operational readi-

ness of warships into four grades, i. e., "normal",

"alert", "abnormal", and "serious".

According to the maintenance and support manu-

al of a specific warship and the opinions of experts,

this paper obtained the standard limits of indexes of

the warship's combat and command system, classi-

fied the indexes into four state intervals, and then

built corresponding cloud models of evaluation

grades. The basic steps are as follows: 1) randomly

generating 5 000 sets of data in the "normal" inter-

val of an index; 2) inputting these random data into

the reverse cloud generator to obtain numerical

cloud characteristic values of expectation (Ex), en-

tropy (En), and hyper-entropy (He) in the "normal"

interval; 3) inputting these characteristic values into

the forward cloud generator to obtain the evalua-

tion-grade cloud model of this index in the "nor-

mal" interval; 4) repeating the steps 1)–3) to calcu-

late the numerical cloud characteristic values of oth-

er evaluation grades and plot all evaluation-grade

cloud models in the same domain. Thus, the data of

the overall cloud model is obtained (Table 1).

On this basis, the normal cloud model parameters

(Exg, Eng, Heg) of each evaluation grade of the war-

ship's air defense system can be determined. Specif-

ically, g = 1, 2, 3, 4, and g means four evaluation

grades, namely, "normal", "alert", "abnormal", and

"serious" ; Exg, Eng, Heg are the expectation, entro-

py, and hyper-entropy of each evaluation grade of

an index, respectively. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 illustrate

the cloud model of evaluation grades of some index-

es in the radar system.

2.2.3 Determining cloud model of to-be-

evaluated data

The cloud models of to-be-evaluated data and

those of evaluation grades are basically generated

in the same way. The difference is that the parame-

ters of the former are determined on the basis of the

to-be-evaluated test data of a warship system. The

basic steps are as follows:

1) Inputting to-be-evaluated test data of a specif-

ic state index into the reverse cloud generator to ob-

tain numerical characteristic values of Ex, En, He of

the cloud model of to-be-evaluated data.

2) Inputting these numerical characteristic values

into the forward cloud generator to obtain the corre-

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of a forward cloud generator

Forward
cloud

generator
Cloud droplet
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sponding cloud model.

2.3 Similarity calculation of normal

cloud model

2.3.1 Calculation of the variable X

The variable X can be determined by calculating

the proportion of the number of cloud droplets of

the to-be-evaluated data cloud in the domain ϕ of

the evaluation-grade cloud to the total number of

cloud droplets of the to-be-evaluated data cloud [15].

Specific steps are as follows:

1) Generating a cloud model of to-be-evaluated

data.

A cloud model of to-be-evaluated data is generat-

ed by the forward cloud generator. The model con-

tains a cloud droplets in total, and a single cloud

droplet is denoted as (xe, μe).

2) Judging whether cloud droplets are in the do-

main ϕ of the evaluation-grade cloud.

A two-dimensional coordinate system is set, with

its x-axis being the cloud droplet xe and its y-axis

being the membership μe of the cloud droplet. The

boundary of the domain ϕ of the evaluation-grade

cloud is composed of uncertain and discrete random

cloud droplets. This paper processes the domain ϕ

Table 1 Parameters of the hierarchical cloud model for evaluation of air defense system indexes of ships

Index SeriousAbnormalAlertNormalSystem

Radar

Command
system

Naval
artillery

Missile

Track
stability

Detection
range/km

Range
accuracy/m

Azimuth
accuracy/(°)

Indication
range

accuracy/m

Indication
azimuth

accuracy/(°)

Fusion
range

accuracy/m

Fusion
azimuth

accuracy/(°)

Target
interception
range/km

System
response
time/s

Pitching
accuracy of the
control/mrad

Target
interception
range/km

System
response
time/s

Pitching
accuracy of the
control/mrad

Detection range of radar/km

C
er

ta
in

ty

Normal
Alert
Abnormal
Serious

Fig. 5 Normal cloud model of evaluation grades for detection

range index of radar

Detection range of radar/km

C
er

ta
in

ty

Normal
Alert
Abnormal
Serious

Fig. 6 Normal cloud model of evaluation grades for range

accuracy index of radar
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by approximation and uses a smooth curve to define

its boundary [16]. The process is as follows:

(1) In a normal cloud model, 99.7% of the cloud

droplets are located in the region enclosed by the in-

ner boundary curve and the outer one

[17]. Therefore, when a cloud droplet is

located in the region enclosed by the boundary

curve y2(x) and the x-axis, it can be determined that

the cloud droplet is in the domain ϕ.

(2) According to the 3En rule of cloud models
[17], the range of the domain ϕ along the x-axis can

be simplified to [ExI-3EnI, ExI + 3EnI], where ExI

and EnI are the expectation and entropy of the data

cloud I, respectively.

Upon approximation of the domain ϕ, mathemati-

cal constraints can be used to describe whether a

cloud droplet of the to-be-evaluated data cloud is in

the domain ϕ. In other words, if a cloud droplet (xe,

μe) satisfies both ExI-3EnI ≤ xe ≤ ExI + 3EnI and

μe ≤y2xe , it is determined that this cloud droplet is

in the domain ϕ.

3) Counting the number of cloud droplets of the

to-be-evaluated data cloud in the domain ϕ.

4) Repeating the steps 1)-4) and taking the mean

N̄ of multiple simulation results as the number of

cloud droplets of the to-be-evaluated data cloud in

the domain ϕ. A cloud model is an uncertainty mod-

el. Although the overall characteristics of the cloud

model generated each time are basically unchanged,

cloud-droplet distribution will change within a cer-

tain range randomly. Therefore, the purpose of mul-

tiple simulations is to ensure that the "uncertainty"

nature of a cloud model is not covered by some ran-

dom realization.

5) The variable X is given by

（16）

2.3.2 Calculation of the variable Y

The variable Y can be determined by calculating

the area proportion of ϕ ∩ ϕ' in the domain ϕ, where

ϕ' is the domain of the to-be-evaluated data cloud.

The boundary of ϕ ∩ ϕ' is also composed of random

cloud droplets, instead of being a continuous

smooth curve. Thus, it is necessary to process the

intersection boundary by approximation. According

to the basic theory of cloud models, the expectation

of a normal cloud model is mathematically ex-

pressed by a smooth and continuous curve, and the

expectation curve is the main body to characterize

qualitative concepts. Thus, during the calculation,

the intersected area S' between expectation curves

of the to-be-evaluated data cloud and the evaluation-

grade cloud can be used for approximate substitu-

tion. Specific steps are as follows:

1) Determining the functional expression s(x) of

the intersected area S'.

Suppose that μI(x) and μII(x) are mathematical ex-

pectation curves of the evaluation-grade cloud and

the to-be-evaluated data cloud, respectively. Accord-

ing to the basic theory of cloud models, we have

and . Then, the expecta-

tion curve s(x) is given by

（17）

where ExII and EnII are the expectation and entropy

of the data cloud II, respectively.

2) Calculating the area of ϕ∩ϕ'.

Theoretically, the area of ϕ ∩ ϕ' is the integral of

the expectation curve s(x) in the interval of x ∈ (-∞,

+∞). However, according to the "3En rule" of cloud

models, the effective ranges of the evaluation-grade

cloud and the to-be-evaluated data cloud along the

x-axis are [ExI-3EnI, ExI + 3EnI] and [ExII -3EnII,

ExII+3EnII], respectively. Thus, the integral ranges

of s(x) can be simplified according to different inter-

section cases shown in Fig. 7. Table 2 lists relevant

results, where xmin and xmax are the lower and upper

limits of the effective integral range of s(x), respec-

tively.

The area S' of ϕ ∩ ϕ' is given by

（18）

3) The area Y0 of the domain ϕ is given by

Fig. 7 Different intersection cases of cloud models

（a）Case 1 （b）Case 2 （c）Case 3

Evaluation-
grade
cloud

To-be-evaluated
data cloud To-be-evaluated

data cloud
To-be-evaluated
data cloud

Evaluation-
grade
cloud

Evaluation-
grade
cloud
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（19）

4) The variable Y is given by

（20）

2.3.3 Combination of cloud-model similarity

As variables X and Y are independent of each oth-

er, the vector λ = (X, Y) in the two-dimensional coor-

dinate system XY is used to mathematically express

cloud-model similarity in this paper. Cloud similari-

ty of 1 means that cloud models of evaluation

grades and to-be-evaluated data coincide complete-

ly. Numerical cloud-model similarity fλ is defined as

the proportion of the projection length L of any

cloud-model similarity vector λ = (X, Y) in the direc-

tion of the vector λ0 (1, 1) to the module of the vec-

tor λ0, as shown in Fig. 8.

（21）

Fig. 8 Vectorization description of cloud similarity

2.4 Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation

According to the cloud similarity algorithm men-

tioned above, by calculating the similarity between

an index cloud model and an evaluation-grade

cloud model, we can obtain a cloud similarity vec-

tor f = (f1, f2, f3, f4). Specifically, f1, f2, f3, f4 are

cloud similarity corresponding to the evaluation

grades "normal", "alert", "abnormal", and "serious",

respectively. By normalizing the cloud similarity

vector, we can obtain an evaluation vector (member-

ship vector) Sd = (f1d, f2d, f3d, f4d) of an individual in-

dex d. Specifically, f1d, f2d, f3d, f4d correspond to the

normalized cloud similarity of "normal", "alert",

"abnormal", and "serious", respectively. According

to the principle of maximum similarity, we can

judge the individual evaluation result.

Individual evaluation vectors constitute a matrix

S hierarchically, and the weights of all indexes con-

stitute a weight vector W' hierarchically. By com-

bining S and W' through the operation rules of

fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, we can obtain a

comprehensiveevaluationvector,as shown inEq. (22).

As the evaluation index system of this paper is com-

posed of multiple layers, it is necessary to carry out

comprehensive evaluation layer by layer from the

bottom up. In this way, the evaluation vector B of

the operational readiness of the warship can be

obtained.

（22）

where ◦ is the fuzzy operator; w1', w2', ..., wp' are the

normalized weight vectors of the index d (d = 1,

2, ..., p); b1, b2, b3, b4 are evaluation values corre-

sponding to the four evaluation grades (normal,

alert, abnormal, and serious), respectively.

3 Example analysis

3.1 Introduction to simulation system

By the prototype of the warship operational readi-

ness state control system (the structure of the infor-

mation-oriented simulation system is illustrated in

Fig. 9), this paper analyzed an application example

of operational readiness evaluation to verify the ef-

fectiveness of the evaluation model.

The source program of this paper is loaded on a

military computer in the operational readiness eval-

uation system shown in Fig. 9. After the military

computer issues a fault injection command, the

ship-based system and the test-point channel simu-

lator respond to the command. Then, the main pa-

rameters in the index system of operational readi-

ness evaluation are simulated to generate to-be-

evaluated data, and the data are transmitted to the

military computer via Ethernet.

In Fig. 9, the simulation system of air defense

missions is mainly a ship-based system, which is

used to simulate combat-system indexes. After re-

ceiving a fault injection command from the opera-

tional readiness evaluation system, the ship-based

simulation environment obtains relevant indexes

through simulated warfare and directly transmits

Table 2 Effective integral range of s(x)

Case 1

Case 3

Case 2

Intersection case Integral range

9
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relevant data to the evaluation system via Ethernet.

Upon receiving the fault injection command and the

test request command from the upper computer, the

test-point channel simulator controls the analog out-

put of D/A cards through an industrial personal

computer to simulate the actual output of test sig-

nals. Its interface signals are output in a form con-

sistent with reality. A wide-range reconfigurable

measuring instrument is used to collect analog sig-

nals and convert them into network data, and the da-

ta are then transmitted to the evaluation system via

Ethernet.

3.2 Simulation process and results

On the basis of the operation-organization rela-

tionship of software and hardware in the simulation

system in Fig. 9, first, faults including "target indi-

cation beyond tolerance", "channel target indication

beyond tolerance", and "naval artillery target inter-

ception beyond tolerance" were injected into the air

defense system. Then, index data of the air defense

system were generated through simulation of the

ship-based system (Table 1).

The cloud model parameters of to-be-evaluated

data were obtained by inputting simulation data of

various indexes into the reverse cloud generator.

These parameters were normalized according to

Eq. (23), and similarity vectors between cloud mod-

els of both to-be-evaluated data and evaluation

grades were calculated by the similarity algorithm

of normal cloud models. With these vectors as indi-

vidual evaluation results of the indexes, evaluation

grades were determined by the principle of maxi-

mum similarity. Table 3 lists individual evaluation

results of operational readiness indexes of the war-

ship system.

（23）

where Fkd (z) is the normalized value of the z-th test

datum of the d-th index of the k-th evaluation ob-

ject, in which z = 1, 2, ..., u(u is the maximum num-

ber of test data); Fkd (z)' is the z-th test datum of the

d-th index of the k-th evaluation object; Fworst is the

limit value of this index, namely the worst value;

Fbest is the optimal value of this index.

On this basis, cloud similarity vectors of indexes

were adopted to replace membership used in fuzzy

comprehensive evaluation. The fixed weights deter-

mined in this paper were used in the simulation ex-

ample and were modified to variable ones using

normalized average data in Table 3. Given the hier-

archical structure of indexes, the fuzzy operation of

the cloud-similarity vector matrix and the weight

matrix was carried out layer by layer according to

Eq. (22). Thus, the comprehensive evaluation re-

sults of both component and system layers were ob-

tained. Table 4 and Table 5 list the evaluation re-

sults in the case of fixed and variable weights, re-

spectively.

Fig. 9 Structure of warship operational readiness state control system

Fault injection command

Ship-based system (simulation environment of
combat system)
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and control

console
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and control

console
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and control
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artillery system)

Display and
control console
(missile system)

Military
computer Database of index

system for operational
readiness evaluation

Evaluation output

Operational-readiness evaluation system

Air-defense mission simulation system of warship

Wide-range
reconfigurable

measuring
instrument

PCI-bus D/A output card

Industrial
personal
computer

Test-point channel simulator
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n
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ug
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Table 4 Results of fixed weight evaluation

Index
Comprehensive
evaluation vector

Evaluation
grade

Normal

Normal

Abnormal

Normal

Normal
Air defense system

(system layer)

Radar system
(component layer)

Command system
(component layer)

Naval artillery system
(component layer)

Missile system
(component layer)

Table 5 Results of variable weight evaluation

Air defense system
(system layer)

Radar system
(component layer)

Command system
(component layer)

Naval artillery system
(component layer)

Missile system
(component layer)

Index
Comprehensive
evaluation vector

Evaluation
grade

Alert

Abnormal

Abnormal

Normal

Abnormal

3.3 Analysis of results

Table 4 and Table 5 indicate that in terms of the

system layer, the evaluation result of the air defense

system under fixed weights contradicts that under

variable ones, and a few "normal" indexes under

fixed weights are judged to be "abnormal" under

variable ones. In terms of component layers, the

evaluation results of both naval artillery and missile

systems under the two weight modes are consistent,

while those of both radar and command systems are

inconsistent under the two weight modes. The rea-

son for the inconsistency is that the evaluation

grades of various indexes remain unchanged under

fixed weights after fault injection, while they

change accordingly with the fault injection under

variable weights.

In addition, in Table 3, the range and azimuth ac-

curacy of radar are greatly lower than other indexes

of radar; the indication range and azimuth accuracy

of the command system are also significantly lower

than other indexes of this system. This is due to the

influence of injected faults in the simulation.

Faults injected in the simulation will tremendous-

ly affect the air defense system of the warship.

Thus, the evaluation result ("normal") of the air de-

fense system under fixed weights is unreasonable,

while that ("abnormal") under variable weights is

more consistent with the reality, namely that it is

more accurate.

4 Conclusions

This paper studied index system construction, in-

dex weight determination, evaluation methods, and

evaluation models for operational readiness evalua-

tion of warships. In addition, it carried out simula-

tion verification by taking the air defense system of

a warship as an example. The main conclusions are

as follows:

1) Weight accuracy will be worsened by using a

single weight calculation method, and the influence

Table 3 Single evaluation result of combat readiness index of ship system

Index Normalized average data
Individual evaluation result

(cloud similarity)
Evaluation grade

Normal

Normal

Abnonmal

Alert

Abnormal

Abnormal

Normal

Normal

Abnormal

Normal

Abnormal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Track stability

Detection range of radar

Range accuracy of radar

Azimuth accuracy of radar

Indication range accuracy

Indication azimuth accuracy

Fusion range accuracy

Fusion azimuth accuracy

Naval artillery target interception range

Response time of naval artillery system

Pitching accuracy of naval artillery fire control

Missile target interception range

Response time of missile system

Pitching accuracy of missile fire control
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of abnormal indexes cannot be incorporated into

evaluation systems under fixed weights. In view of

these problems, this paper introduced a weight cal-

culation method based on the cooperative game and

variable weight theory. The combined weights de-

termined by the cooperative game can balance cal-

culated weights of multiple methods, with superiori-

ty over the results of a single weight calculation

method. After modification with the variable weight

theory, the combined weights can avoid inaccurate

evaluation results caused by low weights due to in-

dex state variations under fixed weights.

2) In view of the high subjectivity in determining

membership functions in fuzzy comprehensive eval-

uation, this paper introduced cloud model theory

and designed a cloud-model-based fuzzy compre-

hensive evaluation model by replacing membership

with cloud similarity. The comparison between

cloud-model simulation and conventional calcula-

tion indicates that the method of this paper produc-

es results consistent with those of conventional

methods with high feasibility.

3) According to the simulation results of the pro-

totype of the operational readiness state control sys-

tem (information-oriented simulation system) of a

warship, evaluation results under variable weights

are more accurate than those under fixed weights.
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基于云模型的舰船战备完好性评估方法

彭辉 1，姜强 1，邓建辉*2，王岩磊 2，范敏 1，宋斌 1

1 武汉大学 电气与自动化学院，湖北 武汉 430072

2 中国人民解放军 92942 部队，北京 100161

摘 要：［目的目的］针对现有的舰船战备完好性评估方法已无法满足海军任务保障需求这一问题，提出基于云模

型的新型评估方法。［方法方法］首先，在指标确定过程中，基于合作博弈权重方法，将层次分析法、熵权法和灰色

关联度法所计算的权重进行合作博弈，从而拟合得到组合定权重，并引入变权重理论对定权重进行修正优化；

然后，引入云模型理论，利用云相似度替代隶属度，设计基于云模型的模糊综合评估模型；最后，以舰船对空防

御任务为例，评估舰船战备完好性。［结果结果］仿真结果表明：变权重模式下，基于云模型的模糊综合评估结果可

以更准确地反映实船战备状态。［结论结论］研究成果可为舰船战备完好性评估提供参考。

关键词：战备完好性；变权重理论；云模型；模糊综合评估
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